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EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITY GUIDE

A BETTER WAY TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS
Consumer buying habits and business selling methods have dramatically 
changed. Based on extensive research, we have redefined wedding shows to 
address the desires of today’s millennial couple and the marketing challenges 
of wedding professionals. Since 2000, we have helped thousands of engaged 
couples connect with local wedding professionals and have facilitated millions of 
dollars in wedding commerce.

DESIGNED FOR THE WAY TODAY’S WEDDINGS ARE PLANNED

We’ve revolutionized the outdated wedding show formula. Our show 
combines information, inspiration, and style into an experience that 
cannot be replicated anywhere else. Couples enjoy a fun day with their 
family and friends while they discover and explore the many options 
available for their wedding.

DESIGNED FOR THE WAY TODAY’S WEDDING PROFESSIONAL SELLS

With so much advertising competing for the consumer’s attention, 
it is difficult for a business to be noticed. BrideCityShows has 
simplified the process by creating an environment that spotlights 
the wedding professional and encourages direct interaction with 
the buyer.
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HOW WILL THEY FIND YOU?

The leading wedding website lists thousands of local wedding professionals. Bridal 
magazines have hundreds of pages of ads. The results from a Google search are staggering. 
Couples are faced with an endless lineup of options, often presented as nothing more than a 
list of commodities. In this environment, it is nearly impossible to stand out.

“In this era of digital interactions we all still crave the personal touch. Wedding 
shows are one of the last bastions of getting face-time with your prospects. You 

don’t get it online or in print, so seize the chance to get in front of your prospects 
with a quality wedding show.”

Alan Berg, AlanBerg.com, Author, Speaker, Wedding Marketing Expert

Do you want the couple to find you without finding everyone else? In just a few hours, our 
show provides the opportunity to reach a captive audience that cannot change the channel, 
turn the page, or click to the next website.

IN-PERSON The couple sees what you sell up-close. They get to taste the cake, 
smell the flowers and, most important, meet you.

THERE IS ONE WAY TO CUT THROUGH THE CLUTTER

97 percent of couples will not make a major purchase decision for their wedding 
without a face-to-face meeting. At BrideCityShows, you will enjoy a personal 
connection that cannot be achieved with any other form of advertising.

BRIDECITYSHOWS FACILITATES THAT PERSONAL 

CONNECTION IN 3 WAYS

The couple, having met wedding professionals who want their business, 
is now eager to make the appointment where the sales are made.MOTIVATION

VARIETY Our show provides an array of choices and the opportunity to shop and 
compare, without the overwhelming clutter found online.

EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITY GUIDE
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EXPERIENCE SALES SUCCESS WITH OUR PROVEN PLAN

Our comprehensive advertising 
campaign attracts a huge 
audience of motivated buyers. 
Our attendees have invested 
their time and paid an admission 
fee to meet you, and they are 
ready to buy.

WE ATTRACT A LARGE AUDIENCE

ATTENDEES ARE DRIVEN TO SEE YOU

Our unique traffic generation techniques encourage show attendees 
to stop at your booth. This gives you the opportunity to connect with 
practically everyone in attendance.

EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITY GUIDE

WE CREATE URGENCY

The limited 4 hour shopping time paired with the attendees seeing how 
many other engaged couples are looking for your services creates a 
sense of urgency and provides an incentive for immediate purchase 
decisions.
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MEET OUR ATTENDEES

“We’ve had such 
a great time.  

If you’re planning a 
wedding, this is the 

place to be.”

“We picked 3 of the 
vendors that we saw 

that we wanted at our 
wedding and we had no 

idea what we wanted 
before we got here.”

“Beautiful food, great 
people. I’m really 

enjoying myself…I’m 
glad my bride-to-be 
asked me to come 

along.”

“The exhibitors are 
informative and 

fantastic and you can 
find everything you 

need here.”

97%
will not book a wedding professional without first 

meeting them in person.

95%
found the show helpful

in planning their wedding.

94%
would recommend

the show to a friend.

91%
have completed less than half of their planning. 

46% are just getting started.

71%
have never attended a wedding show.

48% don’t plan to attend another.

89%
plan to purchase

from show exhibitors.

62% 
have been engaged 

3 months or less.

EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITY GUIDE
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OUR EXHIBITORS SAY IT BEST

“My favorite part about the BrideCityShows is getting to meet so many potential clients in one 
place.  With other forms of advertising, you hope that your marketing reaches the audience 
that’s looking for you, but at the shows, you know that the majority of people there are your 

intended audience and they’re actively seeking out your services.” 

~Katie Hart, PALMETTO DUO 

“The cost per lead is cheaper than any other 
advertising I have tried and they are high 

quality leads.”

~Brandon Hoffman, REMAX CONNECTED 

“As a result of participating in bridal shows 
we have increased our bridal market exponen-
tially. In the last show we ran through all our 
marketing packets by the end of the day, and 

as a result, the following month we gave a 
venue tour to many brides.”

~Mario Guevara, 
COLUMBIA MUSEUM OF ART

“Participating  in Bride City Shows has 
become vital to the success of any wedding 

professional.” 

~Hal Deadwyler, SOUND QUEST DJ’S

“As a vendor I’ve never left disappointed in 
the turnout, and we always receive deposits 
and plenty of quality leads on the day of the 

show.”  

~Melanie Grooms, SHUTTERBOOTH    

“If you want to increase your wedding 
business, it’s a no brainer” 

~Scott Jones, AMERICAN FLORAL

“There were 100’s of attendees and I talked 
to a LOT of very interested couples who were 

actively looking to buy a home.”

~Clayton Ingram, SC HOUSING

EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITY GUIDE

We are fortunate to have BrideCityShows as 
the production company/organizer of these 
events. They are top-notch professionals, 

attentive to details, and this works to all our 
benefit.  The advertising BrideCityShows 

provides for these shows is well thought out, 
diverse, far-reaching, correctly targeted, and 

highly effective.  This results in increased 
sales and continued success for everyone.

~Vicki Williamson, VINTAGE BAKERY
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JANUARY 2023 BRIDAL EXPO
JANUARY 8, 2023

COLUMBIA METROPOLITAN
CONVENTION CENTER

EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITY GUIDE

SHOW HOURS 1:00 - 5:00 PM

SET-UP HOURS 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM
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EXHIBIT OPTIONS

DOUBLE
EXHIBIT BOOTH

The ideal booth size to create 
a show-stopping display.

The Double Booth has premium 
positioning within the show. 

Availability is limited.

SINGLE + ½
EXHIBIT BOOTH

An economical upgrade to boost 
your presence.

The 1½ Booth increases your 
space by 50% and includes 

premium positioning.

SINGLE
EXHIBIT BOOTH

Our most popular exhibit option.

The Single Booth has ample space 
for a display that is attractive and 

inviting. 

UNIQUE
DISPLAY SPACES

In selected shows, there is space 
available for limousines, trolleys, 

tents, food trucks, etc.
Contact us for details.


